In this paper, we investigate the growth rates of action for the anti-de Sitter black holes in massive-Einstein gravity models and obtain the universal behaviors of the growth rates of action (the rates of holographic complexity) within the "Wheeler-DeWitt" (WDW) patch at the late limit. Furthermore, we find that, for the static neutral cases, when the same mass of black holes is given, the computational speed of the neutral massive black hole is the same as its Einstein gravity counterpart, which is independent with the effect of the graviton mass terms; nevertheless, for the static charged cases, when the same mass and charge parameters of black holes are given, the growth rates of action for the massive charged black holes are always superior to the growth rates of action without graviton mass terms, which directly shows that the massive charged black holes as computers on the computational speeds are faster than their Einstein gravity counterparts. * Electronic address: wjpan˙zhgkxy@163.com † Electronic address: ychuang@bjut.edu.cn
I. INTRODUCTION
In the 1970s, Bekenstein [1] studied black hole physics and found that the entropy of a black hole satisfies an area law, which opens a window to study the holography of gravity.
Later, the holographic principle of gravity was proposed explicitly in [2, 3] , which is thought of as an important property of quantum gravity. The holographic principle asserts that the dynamical behaviors in quantum field theory at the boundary can be encoded fully by the degrees of freedom in a gravitational system in the bulk and vice versa. In particular, the AdS/CFT correspondence greatly strengthens the insightful belief in modern physics.
Recently, there is an intriguing topic on studying the connection between gravitational theory in bulk and quantum information theory at the boundary [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . In particular, after reconsidering the proposal in [6, 7] , Susskind and his colleagues proposed a new conjecture [20, 21] stating that the quantum computational complexity of a holographic boundary state is directly associated with the classical gravitational action in a bulk region in the "WheelerDeWitt" (WDW) patch, which is called "complexity-action duality" for short. Precisely, the authors argued that the rate of quantum complexity for the boundary quantum state is proportional to the growth rate of the gravitational action on shell in the bulk region in the WDW patch at the late time approximation. Then the complexity-action duality can be defined by
where C is the complexity in the quantum information theory, whose meaning is that the minimum numbers of quantum gates are required to produce a certain state from a reference state, and S is the total classical gravitational action in the bulk region within the WDW patch. For a system with a given energy, as already shown in literature [22] , the growth rate of quantum complexity of the boundary state should have an upper bound,
Putting (1) into (2), one can obtain
As asserted by Susskind and his colleagues, a neutral static anti-de Sitter (AdS) black hole satisfies the holographic bound given by Eq.(3). For the case of the neutral static AdS-black hole, the relation in (3) tells us that how fast the information in the quantum computational theory is stored can be evaluated by the changed rate of the classical action in the WDW patch in an AdS-black hole. In order to check the valid of the conjecture, the authors of [21] had tested the holographic bound with the static shells and shock waves, respectively.
If the conjecture is correct, the growth rate of action implies that the black holes are not only the densest hard drives in nature, but also the fastest computers in nature. Since then, many works on holographic information complexity dual to the classical action for a black hole have been made in [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . In particular, the physical meaning of the change rate of action is considered further in [23, 29] , and the universal holographic upper bound argued should be expressed in terms of taking the values of thermodynamics potentials at the outer horizon and at the inner horizon, respectively. And then the viewpoint for the change rates of action was verified in the various stationary AdS-black hole models [23, 29] .
In the previous works, ones have obtained a universal conclusion that, for a given model with given parameters, a black hole is the fastest computer in nature. In this paper, we wonder whether this argument under the same conditions is also valid for the case of massive gravity or not. As a result, one of our motivations is to study the universal holographic behaviors of growth rates of action for massive gravity models in the WDW patch at the late time limit. And then the second question emerging naturally is what role they can play exactly for the graviton mass terms as a novel ingredient introduced in the growth rates of action. Thus, we need to determine the function of the mass terms in this paper. Then, according to the prescription [20, 21, 23, 29] , we find that, for the static massive AdS-black holes, the only bulk region between the inner horizon (or the singularity) and the outer horizon for the charged black hole (or the neutral case) within the WDW patch contributes to the holographic bound value at the late time limit. Our growth rates of action for the various massive black holes share the same forms with their counterparts without the mass terms [23] . However, comparing the massive and massless cases, we find that, when the same mass and charge parameters of black holes are given, the growth rates of action for the charged massive black holes always are greater than their counterparts for massless cases, which implies that the charged massive black holes referred to as computers in nature are always faster than the corresponding ones appearing in [23] .
Our paper is organized as follows: In Sec.II, we briefly discuss and present its charged solution for massive gravity model in a four-dimensional spacetime. In Secs.III and IV, we derive in detail the universal holographic behaviors of the growth rates of action for massive gravity models within the WDW patch at the late approximation and demonstrate what role they can play for the graviton mass terms in the growth rate of complexity if complexityaction duality is correct. In Sec.V, under the same conditions, we calculate the relevant behaviors for the case of the charged Banados-Teitelboim-Zanelli (BTZ) in 2+1-dimensional spacetime. In the last section, we will give out conclusions and discussions.
II. THE SOLUTION OF MASSIVE CHARGED BLACK HOLE
Before considering the behaviors of the growth rate of action for a four-dimensional
Einstein-Maxwell theory in the framework of massive gravity [31] [32] [33] , we first need to present its corresponding black hole solution. Now using the conventions of [20, 21, 23, 29] , let us write down the massive Einstein-Maxwell action 1 consisting of the Ricci scalar, electromagnetic field, cosmological constant term, graviton mass terms, and a surface term [32, [34] [35] [36] , which can be expressed as
where
α 1 , α 2 are negative constants, κ 2 = 8πG, K is the trace of the extrinsic curvature, and
It tells us that the graviton is allowed to obtain its mass m by the reference metric coupling the bulk metric to break differemophism symmetry. Varying the action with respect to the metric field and gauge field, respectively, one can obtain the corresponding equations of motion
In order to solve these equations, one can assume that the background spacetime metric field, and gauge field A µ have correspondingly the following forms, respectively:
A µ = (A t , 0, 0, 0).
Here following the ansatz in [34] , the reference metric without dynamical behavior is chosen as f µν = diag(0, 0, 1, sin 2 θ), 2 which typically keeps the differemophism symmetry for coordinates (t, r) intact, but breaks it in angular directions. And then one can straightforwardly solve Eqs. (7) and (8), and easily find that the corresponding solutions can be presented in the following forms:
where M and Q are the mass and total charge parameters of black hole, respectively. In the next two sections, for the static black holes including the neutral and charged two cases in massive gravity theories, we focus on deriving in detail the behaviors of the growth rates of action within the WDW patch at the late time limit and understanding the roles of the mass terms in the growth rates of classical action.
III. THE ACTION GROWTH FOR THE NEUTRAL BLACK HOLE
Now, following the standard procedures in [20, 21, 23] , we are interested in the change rate of action in the neutral massive Schwarzschild-AdS black hole in order to measure how fast the quantum information can be stored by holographic dual. For this case, the above spacetime background solution in (11) naturally becomes the neutral one with the charge Q = 0, which turns out to be
In order to calculate the growth rate of total action, by virtue of the action in (4), we can derive such rate through combining the growth rate of the bulk action with one of the (7), we have
With the use of Eq. (14) we can obtain the growth rate of bulk action,
Now we turn to considering the contribution from the York-Gibbons-Hawking (YGH) surface term in the same limit. From the definition of the extrinsic curvature, we have
Thus, the contribution from the surface term can be expressed as
Finally, the growth rate of total action is given by
The calculating outcome is identical with one of the neutral AdS-black hole [21, 23] . Under the late time approximation, due to the region outside the outer horizon stationary, it does not contribute to the growth rate of total action. In other words, the rate relies only on the bulk region between the singularity and the outer horizon. For the neutral black hole in the massive gravity theory, in light of the complexity-action duality stated above in the Introduction, its growth rate of holographic complexity can still take the form,
This expression indicates that the neutral massive black hole can be still viewed as the fastest computer in nature.
IV. THE ACTION GROWTH FOR THE CHARGED BLACK HOLE
In this section, we continuously discuss the growth behavior of the relevant action for the massive Einstein-Maxwell gravity in a parallel way. Since the massive charged black hole shares the similar Penrose diagram with the charged black hole (or RN black hole), in light of the standard procedure [23] , we can treat it like RN black hole done in literature. To do this, first of all, the inner horizon r − and the outer horizon r + are determined by solving the solution f (r ± ) = 0, which give rise to the following relations:
With the use of Eq. (14), one then straightforwardly calculates the growth rate of the bulk action, which turns out to be
whilst, in the same conditions, the contribution from the surface term for this case gives the following relation:
Together the above relation (23) with (22), they directly produce
If we define the chemical potential µ − = Q r − at the inner horizon and µ + = Q r + at the outer horizon, then one can rewrite the relation (24) as
This result on the form is the same as that for the charged black hole in literature [23] . If we take the neutral limit, namely, the charge Q → 0, then, with the use of Eqs. (20) and (21) as well as the definition of the chemical potential, it is easy to find that µ + Q → 0 and µ − Q → 2M, so that the rate of change of total action in Eq.(25) naturally reduces to Eq. (18) . For the charged case, the holographic complexity can be written as
Next, we would like to determine the role of the graviton mass terms. To do this, we attempts to compare the known result from the charged black hole for the massless case [23] and our result with the massive terms. If α 1 and α 2 are taken as zeros, then the massive charged black hole solution in (11) reduces naturally to a four-dimensional charged black hole geometric solution as shown in [23] 
Hence, from Eqs. (11) and (27), one easily obtains
here we have used the fact that α 1 , α 2 are negative constants. Correspondingly, the inner horizonr − and the outer horizonr + are determined byf (r ± ) = 0. As a result, the relation in (28) implies
This means that when the mass M and charge Q parameters of black holes are given, Eq. (24) directly indicates
Note that we have denoted those physical quantities from [23] with the symbol "hat".
Eq.(30) directly tells us an interesting conclusion that the massive charged black hole viewed as a computer in our setup is faster than the one in [23] , if the complexity-action duality is valid.
V. CHARGED BTZ BLACK HOLE IN MASSIVE GRAVITY
Now we turn to considering the case of a charged Banados-Teitelboim-Zanelli (BTZ) in 2+1-dimensional spacetime [23, [37] [38] [39] . The action for a charged-BTZ-AdS black hole can be generalized to involve the graviton mass terms in the context of massive gravity [40, 41] , which is presented as
where the reference metric is f µν = diag(0, 0, 1). Varying the action with respect to metric field and gauge field, respectively, one can easily obtain the following equations of motion:
Suppose that the geometric manifold and the gauge field can take the following forms:
Then solving Eqs. (32) and (33), we follow the usual convention 8G = 1 in [23] and find that the solutions can be expressed as
The inner horizon r − and outer horizon r + are determined by the relation f (r ± ) = 0, such that we can express the mass and charge relations in terms of r ± , which turn out to be
Analogy with the charged massive-AdS black hole, then one can simply compute the rate of total action within the WDW patch at the late limit,
where the chemical potential at each horizon is defined by
The holographic complexity thus can still be presented as
One can easily check that when α 1 = 0, all the relations above naturally reduce to those of a charged-BTZ-AdS black hole as stated by [23] . Next, if taking the neutral charge limit
Similarly, taking the graviton mass terms into account, we can show that the growth rate of action for massive charged BTZ black hole is superior to that for the corresponding BTZ black hole. To be specific, we explicitly present the results for charged BTZ black hole in [23] , in which the geometric solution is written aŝ
such that
this formula implies that their inner horizons and outer horizons should satisfy the following relations, respectively:
Therefore, from Eq. (40), one can get
Here, we still obtain an interesting conclusion that the rate of holographic complexity in our case exceeds the rate of holographic complexity in literature [23] , which means that the massive BTZ black hole as a computer is still faster than that in [23] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, inspired by the recent works [20, 21, 23] , we have explored the universal behaviors of the growth rates of action 3 for the static massive-AdS black holes within the WDW patch at the late time approximation, which should be dual to the universal behaviors of the growth rates of the holographic bound states at the AdS boundary. Along with the procedure in [23] , we find that the change rate of action for the neutral black hole in the massive-Einstein gravity is just equal to 2M; whilst the rates for the charged (RN and BTZ)
AdS-black holes in the massive Einstein gravity still depend only on the difference of the quantity M − µQ taking values at the outer horizon and inner horizon, respectively, which share the same structure with their Einstein gravity counterparts [23] . These results thus have further strengthened the viewpoints of the universal bounds for the growth rates of action proposed in [23] . In addition, our outcomes have been shown that the massive black holes are referred to as the fastest computers in nature. If the complexity-action duality is correct, our results mean that the holographic complexity grows linearly with time.
From our calculations for the growth rates of action in massive black holes, although our results share the same expressions with the corresponding ones known in [23] , they have been shown that the effects of the graviton mass terms can stimulate their computational speeds of the charged black hole computers. In particular, we have found that, for the static neutral cases, when the same mass is given, the massive AdS-black hole computer is as fast as the massless AdS-black hole computer, which is independent with the effects of the graviton mass terms; nevertheless, for the static charged cases, when the same mass and charge parameters of black holes are given, the growth rates of action in the massive gravity are always superior to the growth rates of action without graviton mass terms, which directly shows that the massive charged black holes as computers on the computational speeds are faster than the ones without taking the mass terms.
Note that, for a system with given parameters(the integral constants), a universal conclusion obtained is that black holes in the current models including massive gravity are the fastest computers in nature, since their rates of dual complexity saturate the Lloud bound.
However, this universal conclusion can not avoid the differences in various gravity models with given parameters. For example, for the neutral static case with a given mass parameter, due to the Gauss-Bonnet term, the growth rate of action for Gauss-Bonnet gravity is smaller than its Einstein gravity counterpart [23] . Similarly, the striking fact that the computational speed of the massive charged black holes is faster than the one in massless cases, originates from the effect of graviton mass terms. But it is worthy to note that this does not violate the universal conclusion, since the Lloud bound is still kept intact. Here, comparing the massive cases and massless cases, we want to distinguish the rates of holographic complexity for massive black holes from their Einstein gravity counterparts such that the second motivation can be determined. As a consequence, the outcomes that the rates of holographic complexity for massive charged black holes in our paper are larger than the ones for massless cases are interesting conclusions.
